
 

 

 
Friday 26th January 2018 
 
Dear Parents, 
 
Arctic Explorers 
 
On Monday, we shared a story about an Arctic Explorer and 
began to plan our very own arctic adventures. The children 
discussed what they would take in their rucksacks and 
looked closely at world maps to plan their route. The 
children created maps, compasses and binoculars to take 
with them and experimented painting with different tools 
and materials such as foil to create arctic pictures. The 
children also manipulated the ‘arctic snow’ in our malleable 
area to form icebergs and igloos. On Thursday afternoon, we 
set sail to Antarctica to discover the penguins had caught 
some fish!  
 
 
 
We’re going on an artic adventure! 

 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Mathematical Development 
 

In Maths, we have been learning to weigh objects so that we can weigh the 
objects in our ‘explorer rucksacks’. They predicted which item was the 
heaviest and lightest, comparing the shape and size of the objects. The 
children then weighed the objects and used mathematical language to 
describe which was the heaviest, lightest or the same weight. Some of the 
children recorded their observations on whiteboards and ordered the objects 
according to their weight. 
 
 

 
Literacy Development 
 
The children have written lists of items to pack in their explorer rucksacks and have begun to write 
sentences to re tell our arctic adventure. We will be continuing with this on Monday using images 
as prompts to re call and write about our whole class arctic adventure.  
 
Please do continue to support your child with their reading and Action Words. We love all of the 
writing examples that your children are bringing in. Mrs. Swinburne is also enjoying seeing all of 
the amazing work that your children are producing. Thank you so much for your support. It makes 
a huge difference to your child’s learning in school. 
 
Have a lovely weekend, 
 
Mrs Burrows, Mrs Sellars, Mrs Rex, Mrs Pickersgill and Mrs Ward. 
 
 


